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Information Commissioner’s Virtual Quarterly Briefing 

Thursday, 16th September, 2021 at 10:00am 

 

 

 

Thank you to everyone for attending today and taking the time to focus on your part in good governance. 

Today's briefing is not a training on how to handle a PATI request, which is offered elsewhere. We are going to 

focus on tips to remember and what to look out for during the overall process. This will be a reminder of the 

areas where you can avoid missteps that we would like to flag up.  

Many PATI requests are easy and straightforward to handle. Others raise issues that require more attention, 

and here is where today's information may be helpful. 

As a reminder for new participants, the Information Commissioner has a 3-part mandate. First, the Information 

Commissioner promotes awareness of the rights, under the provisions of the PATI Act. Second, the Information 

Commissioner provides guidance to public authorities on their obligations under the PATI Act. This includes 

these Quarterly Briefings, where presentation slides and presenter's notes are published on the ICO website. 

Third, the Information Commissioner conducts reviews of public authorities' decisions on PATI requests.  

Remember, your work with the PATI Act is part of a larger good governance effort to increase accountability 

and build public trust. It is also consistent with the Government's Reform Plans, including increased 

communications between public authorities and greater transparency about decision-making. 
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We cannot address every scenario that may arise when you are handling a PATI request – each PATI request 

must be dealt with based on the specific request and the circumstances that surround it. But we can identify a 

set of resources that you can use to answer your questions when they arise and help guide your practice. 
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First, your toolbox includes the Minister's Practice Code on the Administration of the PATI Act.  I commend the 

Cabinet Office team members who worked on creating the Practice Code and it is an invaluable resource. The 

Practice Code explains a public authority’s responsibilities under the PATI Act and the specific duties of different 

roles. Section D of the Practice Code specifically outlines the steps to take when processing a PATI request. If 

Information Officers follow these steps, they will greatly increase their success in handling a PATI request. During 

reviews, I will look to see that public authorities have followed the Practice Code, because it has been published 

and available for some time now. 

And what does success mean? As an Information Officer, you may find that your Head of Authority or the 

Information Commissioner decide that access can be given to more records. That is okay and how the process 

works. I would suggest that you measure your success by how you handle the PATI request. For instance, did 

you maintain good communication with the requester? Did you locate all of the potentially responsive records? 

Did you notify third parties as needed? Did you meet the timeframes within the Act? Did your initial decision 

provide clear reasoning, referencing the relevant provisions of the PATI Act?  

The Practice Code is also useful for heads of authorities who may find themselves conducting an internal review.  
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The second resource in your toolbox comes from the ICO.  The ICO has issued guidances on the exemptions and 

key provisions in the PATI Act, which set out the various tests you might need to apply. The presentations from 

other Information Commissioner’s Quarterly Briefings are available. You can also review the Information 

Commissioner's decisions on different provisions of the PATI Act that you are thinking about applying. The 

decisions will set out the tests and how to approach applying it to a set of facts.  

The ICO has also just published our internal policy and processes for implementing the Practice Code. You might 

find helpful practice tips in it. 

You may also call or email the ICO with inquiries about what the provisions of the PATI Act mean. 
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Finally, your toolbox includes the PIPA/PATI Unit. They have an intranet site, housing their resources, the PATI 

Tracking System (which, once you input a request's details, can give you reminders for different deadlines), and 

their training offerings. 

Lastly, there are a few judicial decisions to date, which expand on how to understand the PATI Act.  

Keep in mind that, except in a few instances, legal expertise should not be needed to respond to a PATI request. 

Focus in your decisions on being fact-based and made while looking at the actual records, if you have them. The 

Information Commissioner's guidances flag when legal advice or discussion with the head of authority might be 

useful, such as in situations where the exemption for 'breach of confidence' may be involved. 
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Let’s talk about how these resources come into play when you are handling a PATI request. 

 

 

Successfully handling a PATI request starts when you first receive a PATI request. 
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Now, I am focusing on the Information Officers and those who support them.  

When you first receive a PATI request, the single most important strategy is to get organised. Doing so will mean 

avoiding a more stressful process caused by foreseeable hiccups. If you start early, you will allow yourself time 

to use the available resources at their maximum. 
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There are formal steps which will need to be taken, such as acknowledging receipt of the request, confirming 

whether the requester is a Bermudian or resident, and logging the request in the PATI tracking system. These 

steps are all outlined clearly in the Practice Code. 

In reviewing the request, you must understand what is being asked for. This may mean speaking with the 

requester to check your understanding and share information about your authority’s record keeping. Then you 

can plan your search.  

Keep in mind that if you decide to transfer the request, the deadline is within 5 days. If you hold off on reviewing 

the request until week 3, and only then realise it should be transferred, it will cause a cascading set of problems.  

Starting early will also allow yourself the time to reach out to colleagues who may help identify useful 

information, or to the PATI/PIPA Unit and to the ICO for support or guidance.  

For example, at the ICO, our Information Officer will flag for me as the head of authority any time a request is 

substantial so that we can schedule time to address it (e.g., by blocking off one morning every week or approving 

overtime). 
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Cannot emphasise it enough that PATI requests are about the records. 

It is not about who the requester is, or who the board chair or head of authority is, or who the Minister is. It is 

not about applying the exemptions in the PATI Act in the abstract. 

It is always a decision about the actual records involved, or their absence when they cannot be found or do not 

exist. The ICO has reviewed decision where the public authorities have applied exemptions to deny access to 

records that the public authority had never located or viewed. If your search generates a large volume of 

records, one approach is to review a sample of the records if they are similar. But you cannot review the records 

in the abstract.  

As you will see, it will be very hard to be successful in processing a PATI request if you don't know what records 

are involved. 
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Now you have what you need to start making decisions on the request. 

 

What decisions or actions do you need to take when assessing the PATI request? 
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When assessing the records, you should be thinking about exemptions or administrative denials that might be 

applicable. 

For example, if you are thinking that information in a record might jeopardise the health or safety of an 

individual, where are you to go? The Information Commissioner has guidance that discusses this provision. It 

includes the test, which is essentially a set of questions that you should ask yourself.  You can work through it 

by answering the questions with the facts from the records and the circumstances of the PATI request.  

Remember that you want to support your conclusions - you want ‘because’ to be your favourite word. 
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Dealing with third parties is an area which may be causing the most difficulties when handling some PATI 

requests.  

If you want to disclose the records, remember to check if the records contain third party information of a specific 

type (e.g., personal information, commercial interests or information received in confidence). You can then 

consider whether any third party notice is needed. The Practice Code includes guidance on the third party 

notification process. The Information Commissioner’s guidances and a quarterly briefing presentation also 

address this topic.  

Also keep in mind that disclosure should only be made after the third party's right to review has been exhausted.  

Keep in mind that is it important to know when the question about third party notification is triggered for you. 

This occurs when you want to disclose the record and one of the 3 exemptions above might apply, but you want 

to disclose the records anyway (because, perhaps, the exemptions is not likely to apply but it might, or the public 

interest favours disclosure). 

If this occurs, you should consider whether your public authority needs to send a third party a notification. 

Remember that a public authority has a responsibility to offer a third a reasonable time to provide their views. 

During our reviews, the ICO starts with 2 weeks as a reasonable time frame for a third party to provide 

submissions if they wish, and we will then adjust the time for good reason, such as a third party's vacation or 

illness. 
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The duty to assist is an important responsibility to keep in mind throughout the handling of a PATI request.  I 

encourage you to a good customer service approach.  

Remember to document your efforts to communicate with the requester.  Should a requester become 

dissatisfied later, but had not taken up your offers to discuss, you can protect yourself through your record-

keeping that demonstrates you met the requirements of the PATI Act to offer to assist.  

Fulfilling the duty to assist may also led to informally satisfying the PATI requester's information needs and 

avoiding progressing the PATI request or that particular problem further. For example, open communication 

by an Information Officer throughout the process may help to resolve a requester’s dissatisfaction with the 

initial decision. The requester may approach an Information Officer to seek some additional clarification and 

communication after receiving an initial decision. The requester may decide an internal review request is not 

needed, or at least that the issues the requester wants addressed are narrowed. 

Finally, the duty to assist is not just a matter of good stakeholder relations, it is also a requirement under the 

PATI Act. 
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Now you have collected all of the information and records you need. You started early and allowed yourself 

time to get assistance from colleagues.  

You have gone through the records and know what exemptions apply to particular records or parts of the 

records.  Your records are organised and ready to disclose. 

 

It is time for you to bring those pieces together to prepare and issue the initial decision. 
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A few things to keep in mind about the initial decision. 

Continue to adopt a good customer approach in your response to the PATI request. 

Often the ICO sees decisions that use the language of an exemption or an administrative denial but without 

explanation on why the provision applies to the records in question.  

When you make disclosures to the PATI request, provide organised, clear records, unless one of the 

exemptions is involved that provide third parties with a right to review. 

Also, be sure to include information in your decision letter about the PATI requesters' rights to review, which is 

already built into the templates provided in the Practice Code. 
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You may successfully provide a timely and well-reasoned initial decision, but the requester may still disagree 

with some part of it. The PATI requester has a right to an internal review. 

Remember as an Information Officer that when a requester asks for an internal review, this is simply part of the 

process provided for in the PATI Act. It does not need to mean that your decision was wrong. 

 

If a requester asks for an internal review, it is an opportunity to take a fresh look at the PATI request. 
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This is really a second bite at the apple for the public authority. 
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Internal reviews must be made by the head of authority, but of course, as with many decisions made by a 

head of an authority, the head can receive assistance and support from their officers. As a practical matter in 

some public authorities, the internal review decision is drafted by others but the final judgment call and 

decision is signed by the head of the authority. 

A head of authority's fresh look can help to resolve any gap in the records. It can also take into account any 

change in circumstances; for instance, if a search resulted in records that were not available by the time the 

initial decision needed to be made but those records have since been located.  

Keep in mind that the same general guidance for the initial decision should be followed at the internal review 

stage. 
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Questions? During the Q&A, a number of other points were addressed: 

When an Information Officer handles a PATI request for the first time, it may be exciting because you get to 

demonstrate what your authority has been doing and "show off" your good work. Or if the request is about a 

controversial topic, it could make you anxious to receive a PATI request. For Information Officers, handling the 

first few PATI requests can produce many reactions. 

Information Officers shared their own tips and experiences.  For one, once their public authority got into a 

routine of processing PATI requests, they realised that there was scope for them to publish more information, 

and now they have more information than ever before available on their website. Another shared that with 

time they realised that the PATI process does not need to be viewed as onerous or overwhelming, or that 

Information Officers should be consumed by wanting to provide the correct response, especially if they 

wanted for more information to be available than might have existed in reality. Information Officer have also 

found that the chance to share between other information officers is helpful, too. 

In discussing the Practice Code, the Information Commissioner highlighted her office's consultation on the 

Code. She made it clear that the Practice Code reflects what should be followed and that her decisions are 

starting flag where the Code was not followed.  

The Q&A highlighted the importance of knowing what information your public authority holds and what your 

authority's retention schedules are, as you cannot provide records that you do not hold. Keep in mind, though, 

that the ICO will ask public authorities if they checked to confirm that a record was actually destroyed as 

required, e.g., if what was expected to happen, actually happened. This is because the PATI Act speaks to what 

records a public authority actually 'holds', not what 'should be held'. So if destruction was missed in practice, 

the records must be processed in response to a PATI request.  
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It is also helpful for public authorities to proactively publish as much information as possible for the public's 

ready access. Public authorities can use their Information Statements to help meet their duty to assist and 

explain what records are held. The Information Statement can also highlight any proactive publications and 

saves the public authority from the trouble of processing a formal PATI request. 

 


